PAIRING WITH BLUETOOTH DEVICE

Steps for pairing the joystick controller with any devices (Android, Apple or PC):

1 - TURN ON THE BLUETOOTH MODE ON THE CONTROLLER:
- Enter the setting menu and select Bluetooth. (To enter in the setting menu you have to press and hold the top button on the left of the screen).
- Set the target device(s) to <On>. (“Mouse” is for Android or PC and “iDevice” is for Apple products)
- The controller must be switched off and on again.

2 - SET THE JOYSTICK CONTROLLER IN DISCOVERY MODE:
- On the controller, navigate to the Bluetooth mode by pressing the <mode> button.
- Move the joystick in the forward direction and hold until there is a beep (it takes about 10 seconds).
- Move the joystick in the backward direction and hold until there is a beep (it takes about 10 seconds).
- The Bluetooth symbol should blink on the top of the screen. This means that the controller is in discovery mode.

3 - THE DEVICE CAN NOW BE PAIRED WITH THE JOYSTICK CONTROLLER.

For more information about how to pair a device with the joystick controller or about the Bluetooth functionality, please refer to the Curtiss-Wright document (chapter 6) available on amysystems.com.